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1901-35 is in itself a proof that the Byzantine spirit long
survived the establishment of modern Greece.   Even in
democratic Hellas, where titles are forbidden, and the only
titular distinction is to have been 'president' of some council
or society, the descendants of Phanariote families still enjoy
a certain social prestige, and one Athenian family, that of
Ranghabes, traces its descent from a Byzantine Emperor.
When, in 1933, a Monarchist organization was founded, it
connected its propaganda with the name of the last Emperor
of Constantinople, adopted the Byzantine double-eagle as its
badge,  and sought to justify the  return of the Danish
Glticksburgs by recalling the achievements of the Palaeologi.
But Byzantium has left traces not only on the Greek State,
with which it is linguistically and racially more closely con-
nected, but on the Slav nationalities of the Balkans.  There
two organizations, the imperial Government and the Ortho-
dox Greek Church, collaborated in their efforts to convert
the Slavs into good Byzantine citizens and Orthodox Greek
parishioners.   Bulgaria, the nearest Slav Balkan State to
Byzantium, twice rebelled against this government by aliens,
and the first and second Bulgarian Empires were the result,
until the all-conquering Turks, availing themselves of the
rivalries between these two Christian nationalities, ground
the Empire of Trnovo to powder. A recent writer1 has shown
that the 'Byzantinisation and Christianisation of the Balkan
Slavs were two aspects of the same process'; Christianity
brought Byzantine culture and customs with it, and the
language of the primitive Bulgarian Chancery was Greek.
For, when Boris was wavering between the Western and the
Eastern Churches, the unyielding attitude of the Popes
threw him into the arms of the Patriarch, so that the first
Bulgarian   Empire,  and,  as  a  natural   consequence,   the
second, were orientated away from the old towards the new
Rome, whence the modern Greeks, even to-day, style them-
selves in the vernacular, Romatoi.  When, largely owing to
the educational activities of Clement and Nahum at their
Macedonian seminary, Slav priests took the place of Greek,
and Slavonic became, instead of Greek, the official language
of the Bulgarian State and Church, the traces of Byzantium
1 Spinka, A History of Christianity in the Balkans, p. 185.

